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This week’s episode is a “where are they now?” show as I catch up with a former Side 

Hustle Show guest, Ryan Grant. Ryan first appeared on the show all the way back on 

episode 61 in 2014 when he was talking about how he quit his $50k a year job to sell 

online full-time.  

(He’d started out flipping textbooks in college and then got into Amazon FBA retail 

arbitrage; buying low from stores locally and re-selling on Amazon.) 

Fast forward 3 years and Ryan’s business has picked up a lot of momentum. He’s had 

some pretty impressive media exposure off the back of a Reddit AMA, and his reselling 

business is on track to sell more than $4 million worth of stuff in 2017. 

You can find Ryan at OnlineSellingExperiment.com. 

How Ryan Has Accelerated His Business over the Last 3 Years 

Ryan puts his rapid growth down to changing his side hustle from a one-man show, 

where he was handling everything from buying stock, to shipping and selling on 

Amazon, into building a team and turning it into a business. 

“I wanted to make it a true business,” Ryan said, and he now has a team of 11 people 

working for him. His team sources and buys his inventory, ships it to Amazon and puts 

up the listings. He also has an operations manager overseeing the day-to-day 

operations. 

This has freed up time for Ryan to work on growing his business and finding expansion 

opportunities. 

How Ryan Sources Inventory to Sell 

The hard part for most people is finding inventory to sell for a profit. Ryan has some 

criteria he works to when looking for items, and has this process down to a fine art. 

There is always some concern when training other people how to find profitable 

inventory for you. It takes time and money to train someone, so you want to be sure 

they will not be tempted to steal your processes and inventory. 

Ryan was careful to employ people who didn’t look like they had the motivation to start 

their own retail arbitrage businesses, and also had them sign a non-compete agreement 

to safeguard himself. 

Ryan has two main criteria points when looking for items to sell:  

Sales rank – He looks at the sales rank for the item on Amazon. This is an indication of 

how well the item is selling, with the lower the number being the higher in volume it’s 

selling. 

Ryan always looks for a sales rank less than 250k in any category. 
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Return on investment (ROI) – Ryan calculates the ROI by dividing the profit of an item 

against the amount of money it took to make the profit. 

So, for example, an item that makes $5 profit but took a $10 investment is returning 

50%. This is the minimum ROI Ryan looks for in an item. 

Ryan says you can still find plenty of inventory meeting this criteria in local stores, but it 

can take some time. This is an area of his business he’s scaled up, “We have people 

out there literally 40 hours a week,” Ryan said. 

Branching out to Wholesaling 

As well as retail arbitrage, Ryan has branched out to wholesaling. Wholesaling is when 

you source items directly from manufacturers and distributors and resell these items on 

Amazon. 

To start this process Ryan reached out to the manufacturers of some of his best-selling 

items and asked if they could come to an arrangement directly. He also branched off to 

complimentary items, contacting manufacturers who make similar products that he 

thinks will also sell well. 

His business is now around 50/50 between retail arbitrage and wholesale. 

Online Arbitrage 

A small component of Ryan’s business is online arbitrage. This is the process of buying 

items online and reselling them on Amazon for profit. 

There are a couple of tools to check out when doing online arbitrage. OAXRAY is a 

popular one, and Ryan recommended Tactical Arbitrage. 

Online arbitrage is a lot more competitive than retail arbitrage. It’s one of the main 

reasons Ryan prefers retail arbitrage, “You’re only competing with people in your direct 

area,” he said. 

Apps and Resources Ryan Recommends 

There are some apps and resources available that make retail and online arbitrage a lot 

easier. 

As well as using Tactical Arbitrage and the Amazon Seller App, Ryan recommends 

Scoutify. “It’s kinda like the Amazon Seller App on steroids,” Ryan said. 

Scoutify gives you some additional information about the products you’re scanning and 

links to some useful research. 

When it comes to managing his ever-growing inventory levels, Ryan uses Inventory Lab 

to help manage his stock levels, accounting, and produce analytics on the profitability of 

his items. 
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He also uses Quickbooks as his accounting software, and RestockPro to help with 

wholesale order quantities  

You can find a complete list of all the resources Ryan uses in his business by clicking 

here. 

Examples of Product Duds/Failures 

Not every item Ryan buys sells for profit, there have been some lessons learned over 

the last few years. 

One example was a seasonal toy he bought from a wholesaler. He ended up not buying 

enough stock so placed an order for more and due to a delay on the supplier’s end he 

all but missed the Christmas rush. 

These items ended up sitting in Amazon’s warehouse so long they charged Ryan some 

additional storages charges. He had to recall them, stored them in his own warehouse 

and shipped them back to Amazon the following Christmas. 

Another example was a 3 and a half foot-tall toy doll from the movie Frozen. Target was 

selling them for $60 but due to demand they were selling for between $200-250 on 

Amazon. 

Ryan bought 15 of these dolls for $120 each from eBay but by the time he had them 

listed with Amazon, Target had restocked the item and there was no longer the huge 

demand. He did manage to sell them for $100 each and recoup some of his money 

though. 

There was another occasion when Ryan bought 200 copies of Neil Patrick Harris’ 

autobiography for $1-2 each. Again, by time he had them listed on Amazon the price of 

this book had dropped to almost nothing. He ended up donating them to a local thrift 

store and cutting his losses. 

What's Changed in the FBA World Since 2014? 

Ryan said there are a few things that have changed for new sellers since we last spoke 

in 2014. Most notably these are: 

More sellers – This means more competition, which makes it more difficult to find 

products that stand out and can result in lower selling prices. 

More buyers – This is a good thing from a seller standpoint so no complaints here. 

Stricter brand restrictions – It’s a lot more difficult to sell products manufactured by 

large brands. You’ll often need special approval, and might have to submit to Amazon a 

copy of an invoice or written permission from the brand to be a seller. Ryan said the 

more items you sell the easier it becomes to get approved for items. 
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Changes to review system – It’s become a lot harder to manipulate and buy 5-star 

reviews for your products, so it’s slower boosting new listings within the Amazon 

algorithm. This one really isn’t an issue for retail arbitrage sellers. 

Fee structure changes – It’s become a little more expensive to sell through Amazon, 

and certain items like books for example have become more expensive. 

Other Places to Sell Online 

Ryan said about 95% of his sales come from Amazon, but there are other marketplaces 

to try out. He also sells on eBay and Jet, you can try Facebook, OfferUp, and Letgo  

He does buy some items with the intention of selling them on eBay. Typically, these are 

items that have been used or if the customer will need more pictures to see the 

condition. Amazon is better for brand new items. 

Ryan added that for new sellers, eBay can be a great place to sell products that are 

gated on Amazon. 

Risks and Challenges for New Sellers 

You should always be aware of the potential risks and challenges before getting started 

in any business, and although the risks are low in retail arbitrage there are some to be 

aware of. 

Be prepared to have capital tied up in inventory until it sells. Also, be aware that you’re 

trading at the mercy of Amazon and your account can be suspended at any moment. 

Ryan had his account suspended in the summer of 2015 when a batch of dog nail files 

had a high volume of returns due to being faulty. He managed to get his account 

reactivated within 36 hours, but not before he had submitted a plan of action explaining 

he wouldn’t buy from liquidators again. 

This is a reminder that you should always keep proper documentation for the items 

you’re selling on Amazon, such as receipts and invoices showing where you bought the 

items from. 

Looking forward to 2018 Ryan is planning on continuing to grow his business, expand 

his team, and focus on the wholesale side. 

Ryan’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Take action on something you find interesting.” 

More Info: 

 http://www.onlinesellingexperiment.com/ 
 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/260 

 
Until next time! 
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-Nick 


